Theoretical study of dihydrogen bonds between (XH)2, X = Li, Na, BeH, and MgH, and weak hydrogen bond donors (HCN, HNC, and HCCH).
The dihydrogen-bonded (DHB) complexes formed by (XH)2, with X = Li, Na, BeH, and MgH, with one, two, and four protonic molecules (HCN, HNC, and HCCH) have been studied. These complexes have been compared to those of the XH monomers with the same hydrogen bond donor molecules. The energetic results have been rationalized based on the electrostatic potential of the isolated hydridic systems. The electron density properties have been analyzed within the AIM methodology, both at the bond critical points and the integrated values at the atomic basins. Exponential relationships between several properties calculated at the bond critical points (rho,nabla2rho, lambdai, G, and V) and variation of integrated properties (energy, charge, and volume) vs the DHB distance have been obtained.